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Abstract—Joint source-channel decoding (JSCD) exploits residual redundancy in compressed bitstreams to improve the robustness to transmission errors of multimedia coding schemes.
This paper proposes an architecture to introduce some additional
side information in compressed streams to help JSCD. This
architecture exploits a reference decoder already present or
introduced at the encoder side. An application to the robust
decoding of 3D-ESCOT encoded bitstreams generated within
the Vidwav video coder is presented. The layered bitstream
generated by this encoder allows SNR scalability, and moreover,
when processed by a JSCD, provides increased robustness to
transmission errors compared with a single layered bitstream.

I. I NTRODUCTION
To transmit multimedia contents over mixed wired and
wireless channels, two main problems have to be solved.
First, due to the scarcity of bandwidth on the wireless
channels, data generated by multimedia sources have to be
efficiently compressed [1]. Second, the compressed bitstreams
have to be made robust to transmission impairments, which
are unavoidable on wireless channels. Compression standards
like JPEG2000 [2], H.264/AVC [3], or Vidwav [4] achieve
high compression ratio. They are however very sensitive to
transmission errors. Indeed, a single bit error affecting the
compressed bitstream may lead to a loss in synchronization
at the decoder side, which can significantly affect the quality
of the reconstructed multimedia content.
Forward Error Correction (FEC) [5], [6] is the classical
approach to increase the robustness of compressed bitstreams.
However, when the channel conditions are good, redundancy
introduced by FECs may be oversized, and when the channel
conditions are bad, residual errors may be present. FECs with
adaptive level of protection, see, e.g., [7] are available, but
they require a good evaluation of the channel conditions, and
thus a feedback channel, which is very difficult to put at
work in multi/broadcasting scenarios [8]. Error concealment
techniques [9], [10] may be used to mitigate the effect of
damaged parts of the transmitted bitstream exploiting the
spatial and/or temporal redundancy of the data to decode, but
this remains a last-resort solution.
In situations where retransmission of damaged data is difficult, joint source-channel decoding (JSCD) techniques may be
very useful, since these techniques exploit residual redundancy

left by the source encoder to detect and correct transmission
errors remaining after FEC done at lower layers of the protocol
stack [11]. Contents of data packets which would be rejected,
since they are corrupted by errors, may be processed by JSCD
techniques. For that purpose, protocol layers permeable to
transmission errors have to be implemented at the receiver
side [12], [13], [14].
JSCD techniques may be helped when some side information or redundancy has been deliberately introduced via
joint source-channel coding (JSC) in the generated bitstream.
This redundancy may take various forms. In some cases, its
introduction requires some modifications of the compression
standard, as with reversible variable-length codes [15], with
the introduction of synchronization markers [16], or errordetecting arithmetic codes [17]. In other situations, opportunistic use of existing features in standards allows to embed
side information in packets which will only be processed by
JSCD-compliant decoders and will remain transparent to other
decoders, see, e.g., additional packets which may be generated
in the context of H.264/AVC [3].
JSCD techniques have been successfully applied to several
multimedia coders including JPEG2000 [18], MPEG4 [19],
H.263+ [20], H.264/AVC [21], or MPEG4/AAC . Preliminary
results have been obtained recently [22] for state-of-art DWTbased video coders such as Vidwav [4]. Recent entropy coders
such as 3D-ESCOT [23] used in Vidwav leave only very little
redundancy in the bitstream. Trellis-based decoding technique
such as that used in [24] cannot be applied here, since 3DESCOT cannot be easily represented by an automaton (from
which the trellis is derived) with a manageable number of
states. Thus, a sequential decoding approach [25] exploiting
some coarse synchronization markers already present in the
bitstream generated by the 3D-ESCOT has been used in [22].
Some improvements of the robustness to transmission errors of
a single-layer version of the Vidwav coder have been observed.
The aim of this paper is, first, to introduce (in Section II)
a generic JSC architecture, able to provide additional side
information, if required, to JSCD tools. The main idea is to
consider a reference decoder at the encoder side. This decoder
is already present in the H.26X architectures [3], but not in
DWT-based coders. The purpose of the reference decoder is

to provide some information at encoder side on the nominal
behavior of the decoder when no noise affects the compressed
bitstream. Side information reflecting the nominal behavior
(number of bits processed by the entropy decoders, CRCs
evaluated on some decoded blocks, as in [26], etc.) that may
used to detect and correct transmission errors may then be
introduced in the compressed bitstream, in some headers or in
some additional packets.
Then, this generic architecture is applied to the Vidwav
video coder, described in Section III. Finally, the robustness
to transmission errors provided by the JSCD of the layered
bitstream generated by the Vidwav coder is illustrated in
Section IV. The performance improvements compared to a
single-layer JSCD bitstream (see [22]) and to a classically
decoded bitstream are illustrated in Section IV.
II. J OINT SOURCE - CHANNEL CODER / DECODER
Figure 1 sketches a conventional multimedia transmission
system. A source encoder delivers a compressed bitstream.
Usually, the last operation performed by the source coder
is entropy coding using Huffman-like codes or arithmetic
codes [1]. The bitstream is packetized to be transmitted
over a packet-switched network [27], which is here part of
the transmission channel. Each packet consists of a header
and a payload containing the encoded data. Packets may be
corrupted by noise introduced mainly by the wireless part of
the transmission channel.
Encoder
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Figure 1: Representation of a multimedia transmission system,
with optional joint source-channel coding/decoding devices in
gray.

and (ii) due to the packetization process: Packet headers
may provide very useful information on the content of the
payload, and sometimes on the decoded data [20], [11], see
also Section III. Only corrupted packets are processed by
JSCD, which significantly reduces the computational overhead
of these techniques in practical situations.
In what follows, packet headers are assumed to be correctly
received. They may have been protected using FECs and/or
reliably decoded using joint protocol-channel decoding techniques [14]. Moreover, we assume that the packet payloads
consist of base units which may be independently decoded.
For each base unit detected as erroneous (when this detection is possible) in a corrupted packet, JSCD techniques
involve usually in a maximum-likelihood (ML) or a maximum
a posteriori (MAP) estimator. The aim is to provide the base
unit which is the most likely to have been generated by the
source coder. For that purpose, confidence information (soft
information) on the bits at the channel output or at the output
of channel decoders is used, see Section II-C.
B. Optional joint source-channel coder
JSCD may be helped by some additional side information
generated by a reference decoder at the encoder side. To
generate such side information, we introduce a reference
decoder at the encoder side. Some parts of this encoder are
already present in classical video coding structures like H.26X
video coders [28]. However, the entropy decoder is usually
not considered. The aim of the reference decoder, which is
exactly a copy of the decoder at receiver side, is to provide
some information on the nominal behavior of the decoder at
receiver side in absence of transmission errors.
The reference decoder allows thus to get, e.g., the number
of processed bits by the entropy decoder for each base unit
of encoded data, the number of non-zero coefficients within a
temporal or spatial subband, or some checksum evaluated on
the pixels of a decoded picture or a part of it, etc. This side
information may be more or less costly to transmit. In some
standards, it may be incorporated in some fields of the headers,
as in MPEG4/AAC [29], or in some additional packets as in
H.264/AVC [3].
C. Estimation module

At the receiver side, the content of packets is parsed
before source decoding. Parsing may be useful, e.g., to detect
packets which are affected by transmission errors after channel
decoding using CRCs or checksums at intermediate protocol
layers. In this case, conventional transmission systems involve
retransmission mechanisms [27], when possible, or use error
concealment of lost data [9], [10].
A. Joint source-channel decoder
Before resorting to error concealment, JSCD techniques
may be used to correct noisy packets. JSCD is performed at
the decoder side, as illustrated in Figure 1. It involves some
residual redundancy present (i) in the compressed bitstream

Assume that a transmission error has been detected within
some base unit s of Ns bits. One may, for example, determine
the MAP estimate b
sMAP of s from noisy measurements ys .
Here, we assume that ys contains only noisy versions of the
bits in s and no additional bits from the previous or the next
base units. This requires the location of each base unit within
a payload to known to the decoder. This information may be
extracted from the packet header. It may also be done by robust
segmentation of the base units within a payload, see [20].
The MAP estimate has to be compliant with the syntax
of the source coder, i.e., b
sMAP should be one of its possible
outcome. It should also be compliant with side information
introduced during the packetization process with the help of

the reference decoder. Thus
b
sMAP = arg max p (s|ys ) ,
s∈C

(1)

where C is the set of all the sequences of Ns bits compliant
with the syntax of the source coder and with additional side
information. Since all the sequences belonging to C have the
same length of bits, one may assume that they have the same
a priori probability, which leads to :
b
sMAP

=

arg max p (ys |s) ,
s∈C

(2)

= b
sML ,
the maximum-likelihood estimate. Obtaining the solution for
(2) with a reasonable complexity is not trivial in general
since the search space C is usually not well structured. Trellis
descriptions of all possible sequences in C may be obtained
when the entropy code is a Huffman-like code [30] or a quasi
arithmetic code [31]. For more sophisticated entropy codes,
such as context-based adaptive arithmetic codes [32] or 3DEBCOT, one has to resort to sequential decoding schemes.

coder and some additional side information1 . The sequence
with the largest metric is then fed to the decoder. When L
is empty at the end of the MA, a path corresponding to the
prefix of the actually generated base unit has been discarded
due to its too low metric. The MA may be started again with
a larger M , increasing then the decoding complexity, but also
the probability of finding the solution of (2).
Step 3 requires to detect sequences which are not prefixes
of sequences in C. Usually, this operation requires the most
computational efforts. To reduce decoding complexity, it may
be performed, e.g., only every K iterations of the MA, or at
some appropriate iterations.
III. A PPLICATION TO THE V IDWAV VIDEO CODEC
A. Overview
Vidwav [4] is a 3D wavelet video codec with motion
compensated temporal filtering (MCTF), see Figure 2. The
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D. Sequential decoding scheme
An approximate solution of (2) may be obtained with a
manageable complexity with the help of sequential decoding
algorithms such as the M-Algorithm (MA) [25]. All sequences
of Ns bits may be represented by a binary tree T of 2Ns
leaves. A given node at depth n in T correspond to a partially
processed sequence of n bits. This sequence is represented by
a path of length n in T stemming from the root of T and
leading to the considered node. Due to the redundancy of the
source coder or provided by the side information, only a subset
of leaves in T correspond to sequences belonging to C.
The aim of the MA is to efficiently explore only a part of
the tree T . At each iteration, a list L containing at most M
sequences is kept for the next iteration. These sequences are
those with the largest metric derived from (2) and given by
M(s1:n , y1:n ) = − log p (y1:n |s1:n ) ,

(3)

where s1:n denotes the bits indexed from 1 to n of s. Moreover,
all partially processed sequences which may be proved not to
be prefixes of sequences in C are discarded.
The steps of the MA are
1. Start with the empty sequence in L corresponding to the
root of T , to which the null metric is assigned.
2. Extend all the paths in L to the following nodes in T and
calculate their metric.
3. Discard all path which are detected not being prefixes of
sequences in C.
4. Keep at most the M paths with the largest metric (3).
5. Go to Step 2 until all paths reach Ns bits or L = ∅.
The parameter M of the MA helps to trade-off complexity
and decoding efficiency. At the end of the MA, if L is not
empty, it contains only sequences which are have not been
detected not to be compliant with the syntax of the source
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Figure 2: Vidwav coding scheme
subbands generated by the temporal and spatial modules
are divided into several 3D blocks which are independently
entropy coded. The compressed bitstream associated to each
3D block may then be decoded independently from the other
bitstreams and are considered are the base units defined in
Section II. For each 3D block, a bit-plane coding based on
3D-ESCOT (involving several coding passes) is followed by
a context-based arithmetic coding.
The 3D-ESCOT entropy coder generates an embedded bitstream for each 3D block. The bitstream is then packetized and
the final output compressed sequence is generated. It consists
thus of many embedded bitstreams, each of which corresponds
to one 3D coding block.
1) Layered bitstream generation: The Vidwav encoder may
produce a fully embedded and scalable output by generating
a multiple-layer bitstream. To each layer is assigned a given
target bit rate. To build the bitstream of a layer at some target
bit rate, it is necessary to determine, for each coding block,
how many bytes of its embedded bitstream have to be included.
This is done with a rate-distortion optimization, determining
for each 3D block the number of coding passes that have to
be included. This repartition of the bitstream of 3D blocks
between layers is illustrated in Figure 3. Here, only three layers
are considered.
1 The double negation is important, since some sequences may not be
compliant with the various constraint, but this may not be detectable.

2) Packetisation process: The packetisation process is
started once the entropy coding of all 3D blocks is done. It is
illustrated in Figure 3. The bitstream of Layer k consists of a
header and of several packets Pk,i , each of which corresponds
to one component (Y, U, or V) and to one temporal subband
included in Layer k. The i-th packet Pk,i of Layer k consists of
a packet header Hk,i and a packet body Bk,i . Hk,i contains
motion information and the set Bk,i of 3D blocks that are
included (or eventually partially included in the multi-layer
case) in Pk,i . For each 3D block with index j ∈ Bk,i , Hk,i
also stores the number of coding passes pk,i,j included in the
layer as well as the number of corresponding bytes nk,i,j
included in the packet body. The packet body Bk,i consists
thus of |Bk,i | sequences of bits each one corresponding to a
substream extracted from an embedded 3D block.
3D coding 3D Escot Embedded block
entropy
block
bitstream
coding

This test may be used in the MA of Section II to eliminate
sequence which do not belong to C. For that purpose, at
each iteration of the MA, and for each partially processed
sequences, the number of coding passes already decoded
Pk has
to be kept in memory. Once for some sequence
`=1 p`,j
coding passes have been decoded,
the
number
of
processed
Pk
bytes has to be compared to `=1 n`,j to determine whether
the sequence has to be kept or dropped. This test allows to
detect errors which desynchronize significantly the entropy
decoder.
A more reliable test may be obtained byPdetermining the
k
number of bits ηk,j required to decode
`=1 p`,j coding
passes for the j-th 3D block. This information, provided by
the reference decoder (see Section II-B), is not stored in the
headers but could easily be introduced with a little additional
cost. Errors leading to a single bit desynchronisation may the
be detected. Nevertheless, in some situations, successive errors
may lead to resynchronization, leading to undetectable errors
if no other source of redundancy is exploited.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Layer
bitstream

Layer Header
Packet Header

Packet
Packet Body
Number
of bytes
Number
of coding passes

Figure 3: Packetisation Process

B. Robust decoding scheme
This section describes the way the JSCD scheme presented
in Section II has been adapted to the Vidwav video codec.
Assume that Kmax layers have been generated. Since all
headers have been considered to be received without error, it
is possible to recover at decoder side for a given 3D block
j, the number of coding passes pk,j and the corresponding
number of bytes nk,j stored in the bitstream of Layer k, k =
1, . . . , Kmax . One may also obtain the observation ys of the
whole bitstream s corresponding to the 3D block j, since the
number of bytes of each 3D block has been stored in the packet
header.
A simple test to verify the compliance of the decoded
bitstream with the information provided by the packet headers
may then be constructed. This test is based on the fact that an
entropy coder may be desynchronized in presence of some
corrupted bits, see [33]. The number of bits processed by
the decoder may then not be equal to the number of bits
generated by thePencoder. Thus, if for some candidate estimate
k
e
s, decoding of `=1 p`,j coding passes requires strictly more
Pk
or strictly less than `=1 n`,j bytes of the coded bitstream
to be processed, then e
s 6= s. This test may be done for each
layer k = 1, . . . , Kmax .

Experiments have been performed using the transmission
scheme presented in Section 1. A single layer bitstream has
been considered first, before analyzing the performance of the
proposed approaches on a three-layer bitstream.
The first 32 frames of foreman.qcif have been encoded
with a spatial transform and a temporal transform, each
one involving 3 levels of decomposition. In the first set of
experiments, Vidwav generates a compressed bitstream formed
by a single layer encoded at 128 kbps. In the second set
of experiments, three layers are generated, corresponding to
cumulated bitrates of 32 kbps (1 layer), 64 kbps (2 layers),
and 128 kbps (3 layers).
These bitstreams are then sent to an Additive White Gaussian Noise channel (AWGN) with an SNR level going from
10 dB to 13 dB. Data in headers, which represent about 18%
of the bitstream, are assumed to be received without error. All
results have been averaged over 100 noise realizations.
A reference decoder is used at encoder side, as indicated
in Section III-B to determine the nominal behavior of the
entropy decoder in absence of transmission errors. For each
3D block, and for each layer (in the multi-layer case), the
number of processed bits is written as side information. This
information is already partly present in each packet header.
In average, only three additional bits have to be supplemented
for each encoded block. The amount of redundancy introduced
in the bitstream is about 0.40% in the case of a single-layer
bitstream and about 1.3% in the three-layer case. In both cases,
this redundancy is negligible compared to the redundancy
that could be introduced by any channel code. The amount
of introduced redundancy is larger in the three-layer case,
since the compressed stream for each block is partitionned
into various layers, for each of which side information has to
be provided.
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B. Three layers
In this part, the output bitstream is organized in three
layers. Side information is generated for each layer. Figure 4
compares the average PSNR obtained at the output of a
JSCD and at the output of a standard decoder using the side
information to detect whether a block is erroneous (informed
standard decoder). This decoder performs more efficiently than
a classical (non-informed) decoder, since it is able to remove
blocks deemed as erroneous and belonging to refinement
layers. The decoding of one, two, and three layers has been
performed.
36
34
32
30

PSNR (dB)

A. One layer
Table I compares the proposed JSCD schemes (with and
without side information) and a standard decoder. The gain
in PSNR observed with the informed JSCD is always more
important than the one obtained with the non-informed JSCD,
when compared to the standard decoder.
Table II illustrates the evolution of the proportion of erroneous blocks and of blocks detected as erroneous (BDE)
as a function of the channel SNR for different values of
M and for various decoders. When a block is detected as
erroneous, it is actually corrupted by transmission errors. Some
errors, however may not be detected. The results with M = 1
indicate the proportion of BDE without having performed
any correction. Those with M = 10 indicate the residual
proportion of BDE after correction, and represent thus a
lower bound on the proportion of blocks still erroneous in
the decoded stream.

28

Noiseless sequence, 3 layers
Joint decoder, M=10, 3 layers
Joint decoder, M=6, 3 layers
Standard decoder informed, 3 layers
Noiseless sequence, 2 layers
Joint decoder, M=10, 2 layers
Joint decoder, M=6, 2 layers
Standard decoder informed, 2 layers
Noiseless sequence, 1 layer
Joint decoder, M=10, 1 layer
Joint decoder, M=6, 1 layer
Standard decoder informed, 1 layer

26
24
22
20
18
16
10

Table I: Average PSNR of the standard decoder (SD) and
the proposed joint decoders (JD) when only the residual
redundancy (RR) is used and when some side information
(RSI) is used in addition, for M = 2, 6 and 10 and for a
single-layer bitstream.
When only residual source redundancy is used, 89.97%
of erroneous blocks are detected in average. This proportion
increases to 94.60% when the side information is used as well.
When M = 10, side information still allows more erroneous
blocks to be detected compared to a JSCD without side
information. One may increase M to reduce the amount
of corrected blocks, the price to be paid is an increased
complexity.
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6.6518
0.3468

3.1086
0.2173

1.3524
0.1504

Table II: Percentage of erroneous blocks (EB) and blocks
detected as erroneous (BDE) as a function of the SNR for the
robust decoder using only the residual redundancy (RR) and
for the JSCD scheme exploiting both the residual redundancy
and the side information (RSI), for a single layer bitstream.
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Figure 4: Average PSNR of the decoded sequence produced
by an informed standard decoder and by the proposed JSCD
as a function the channel SNR when 1, 2, and 3 layers are
decoded.
When M = 10, and when all layers are decoded, the gain
in PSNR is more than 8.5 dB at an SNR of 11 dB, when
one compares the JSCD with the standard informed decoder.
In terms of SNR, the gain is about 1.2 dB. Using M = 10
instead of M = 6 in the JSCD provides some improvement in
terms of PSNR, especially at low SNRs, mainly for Layer 1
and Layer 2. The improvement becomes negligible for Layer 3.
This is mainly due to the fact that blocks which are erroneous
in Layers 1 and 2 and were not detected as erroneous do not
allow blocks at Layer 3 to be corrected. Even blocks at Layer 3
which were error-free may be deemed as erroneous. Thus, the
JSCD scheme is less efficient for higher (low-priority) layers.
Table I and Figure 4 allow also to compare the results
provided by the JSCD on the single-layer bitstream and those
for the multiple-layer bitstream. One sees that at equivalent bitrates, the decoding schemes working on three-layer bitstreams
provide improved PSNRs. The gain is about 3 dB at an SNR
of 10 dB and 1.5 dB at an SNR of 11 dB.
Figure 5 shows the qualitative improvement brought by the
proposed technique on a frame of the decoded sequence for the
3-layered bitstream when compared to the standard informed
decoder.

Figure 5: Frame 16 of foreman.qcif sent over an AWGN
with SNR = 11 dB decoded with the standard decoder (left)
and with the proposed robust decoder using the side information (right), M=10.

V. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper introduces a JSCD scheme able to detect and
correct many transmission errors affecting a Vidwav encoded
scalable bitstream. This decoder uses soft information on the
bits to decode, combined with residual source redundancy and
information linked to the packetization of compressed data.
Additional information provided by a reference decoder at
the encoder, providing the nominal bahavior of the decoder in
absence of transmission errors is also very useful. In this paper,
the reference decoder introduces some information on the
bahavior of the entropy decoder, which leads to a redundancy
of about 1% of the length of the original compressed bitstream.
Significant performance improvements of more than 8.5 dB
in PSNR and 1.2 dB in SNR have been observed thanks to the
proposed JSCD scheme. Experiments have also illustrated that
considering several layers provides an improved robustness
compared to the single-layer scheme, even if combined with
JSCD. Moreover, this JSCD techniques introduces a reasonable computationnal overhead, especially at high channel SNR,
since only packets with error are robustly decoded.
An optimization of the decoding effort depending on the
considered layer may probably be helpful, since when errors
are remaining at lower layers, upper layers are lost, even if
they are error-free. Other source of redundancies introduced
by the reference decoder may also be investigated. Finally,
other transmission channels have to be considered.
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